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Aller Multimedia House
PLH Arkitekter

The building is situated at the harbour, in central
Copenhagen. With its triangular form it stands as a
sharp characteristic corner by the surrounding wa-
ter. Aller multi media building is a dynamic work
place where the central atrium is used for multiple
purposes such as talks, events and gatherings re-
lated to editorial activity. In the atrium the daylight 
enters and provides an optimal light source. The 
form of the atrium space opens up towards the sky 
and the harbour. This is done in such a way that the 
flooring structure recedes the higher up the floors 
are situated, which results in a terraced room with 
a vast inflow of light. The plan of the building is 
flexible and created so that the interior can change 
and be adapted according to different needs, over 
time. The overall design of the building inspired by 
the Nordiclandscape and materials. This is exem-
plified with the use of oak on the front edges of the 
balcony while the stairs and the walkways provide 
an airy and cool expression with their green and 
white colours in the glazed surfaces.There has also 
been a focus on creating a project that integrates 
the design of the workplace with an artistic dimen-
sion. The lamp installation “Tomorrow’s Weather”, 
which is elevated several floors in the central atri-
um marks this aspect. Beside its artistic function it 
has a particular function in that it changes colour 
according to the daily weather via direct contact 
with the Danish Meteorological Institute.

Copenhagen
Carl Aller Etablissement (CAE)
PLH Arkitekter 
Schønherr Landskab
Søren Jensen Rådgivende In-
geniørfirma
18.000 m² + parking 10.000 m²
2006-2009
Kontraframe
Lars Kaae
PLH Arkitekter

Plan ground floor

Plan first floor

Plan third floor
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Green Hall
PLH Arkitekter

The office building of Green Hall is developed as
a business centre for the SBA group. It is situated
near the Neris River in the City of Vilnius in Lithu-
ania.
The 14 floor building has been inspired by forms 
found in nature and is shaped as an ellipse, which 
is covered by layers of glass that create a surface 
over the slightly curved and sloping geometry.
The ventilated double glass façade includes a sun-
screen and the interior windows can be opened as
a supplement to the ventilation system. This aspect
contributes to a good indoor climate and reduced
energy use.
The dynamic expression of the building and the ho-
mogeneous surface is created through the use of a
bearing concrete construction, which is retracted
from the façade. Secondary functions such as el-
evators, technical rooms-, and toilets are situated
in the central core of the building while working
spaces, lounges, and meeting spaces are posi-
tioned in the external part of the building, which
retains the most optimal daylight.
The entrance of the building is placed in the hall,
which is characterised by double and triple room
heights and by two floating organically formed
meeting spaces. At the top of the building there
are conference facilities with a view over the city
of Vilnius.
The structure of the building is inspired by dna pro-
files.

Vilnius, Lithuania
SBA Group
PLH Arkitekter & 
UAB Archprojektas
Rambøll
8000 m²
2003-2009
Nomination: BE 2005 Award and 
in 2010 as the best office build-
ing in Vilnius
PLH  Arkirekter, SBA, Dailidé
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Plan 4-10 floor

Plan top floors
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